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The major deficiency in prevailing highway route selection 
method has been the inability to include social values, including 
natural resources and aesthetic values, within the criteria uti
lized. In this study, an attempt has been made to identify com -
ponents of social value, natural resources, and scenic quality, 
and to locate these geographically. It is presumed that the area 
of lowest social value, if transected by a highway, incurs the 
least social cost. The normal determinants of highway route 
selection, topography, soils, etc., have been expanded to include 
management or impairment of ground and surface water re
sources, susceptibility to erosion, etc. When highway corridors 
of minimum social cost and minimum physiographic obstruction 
were revealed, they were tested against their effect on scenic 
values. The objective of providing an excellent scenic ex
perience was considered as a social value created by the ltigh
way. The corridor of least social cost was next tested against 
the degree to which it could create new and productive land 
uses where these would be necessary and welcome. The sum 
of least social cost and highest benefit alignment was identified. 
It is described as the rate of maximum social benefit. 

The method revealed the route of least social cost and least 
physiographic obstruction as a funnel of land parallel to Jacobs 
Creek, proceeding along the base of Pennington and Sourland 
Mountain and widening into a trumpet as it meets the Raritan 
River. 

This alignment has the added merit of permitting manage
ment of the aquifer recharge area which it parallels to the 
benefit of ground water resources in the Delaware-Raritan 
area. It provides an excellent scenic experience. It should 
additionally induce new and productive land uses in the West 
Trenton area and the Raritan River communities. 

•THE importance of highways is incontrovertible. They are essential components of 
the economy. The modern highway incorporates high levels of engineering skill in its 
geometric characteristics and traffic performance. Yet the increasing opposition to 
proposed highways reveals a fundamental weakness. The route-selection process has, 
to date, been unable to recognize and respond to important social and aesthetic values. 
As a result, the major highway is increasingly viewed as a destroyer, carving remorse
lessly through the hearts of cities, outraging San Francisco and Boston, humbling Faneuil 
Hall, destroying precious urban parks as in Philadelphia, offending great sectors of 
metropolitan population, and threatening resources and values such as Rock Creek Park 
and the Georgetown waterfront in the nati<'>n's capital. Examples abound. The major 
highway is increasingly regarded as a tyrant, unresponsive to public values, disdainful 
of the people it purports to serve. 

The cause can be simply identified. It lies in the inadequacy of the criteria for route 
selection. These have been developed for rural areas where social values are scarce 
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and engineering considerations paramount. These criteria have not been enlarged to 
deal with situations where social values hold a primary importance and engineering con
siderations are accorded a much lower value. The remedy lies in inverting the criteria 
to obtain a balance between social -aesthetic values and the orthodoxy of engineering 
considerations. 

This study seeks to develop a more comprehensive route-selection method including 
social, resource, and aesthetic criteria for a section of proposed I-95 between the Dela
ware and Raritan Rivers. 

SOCIAL VALUES IN HIGHWAY ROUTE SELECTION 

The method utilized by the Bureau of Public Roads for route selection involves cal
culating the savings and costs derived from a proposed highway facility. Savings in
clude savings in time and in operating costs and reduction in accidents through construc
tion of a new highway facility. The costs are those of construction and maintenance 
necessary to obtain these savings with a minimum ratio of savings to costs of 1. 2 : 1. 0. 
Any qualitative factors are considered descriptively after the conclusion of the cost
benefit analysis. 

The Bureau of Public Roads seeks to enlarge this method and develop a land-use 
model in which more parameters can be included in both cost and benefit calculations. 
The Bureau was instrumental in initiating the Penn-Jersey Transportation Study which 
sought to advance the science of highway location. It seems reasonable to assume that 
it would welcome any serious effort to improve highway route selection method. 

The objective of an improved method should be to incorporate social, resource, and 
aesthetic values in addition to the normal criteria of physiographic, traffic, and engi
neering considerations. In short, the method should reveal the highway aligrunent hav
ing the maximum social benefit and the minimum social cost. This poses many difficult 
problems. It is clear that many new considerations must be interjected into the cost
benefit equation and that many of these are considered nonprice benefits. Yet the present 
method of highway cost-benefit analysis merely allocates approximate money values to 
convenience, a commodity as difficult to quantify as health or beauty. 

The relevant considerations will vary from location to location, with land and building 
values preponderant in central urban areas and scenic beauty dominant in certain rural 
areas. It should, however, be possible to identify a number of critical determinants 
for each area under consideration. 

CRITERIA FOR INTERSTATE HIGHWAY ROUTE SELECTION 

Interstate highways should maximize public and private benefits by (a) increasing 
tr,,~ f~ci!!!;·, ~~::.".·~:tl~n~~, ;le!!~~re, ?..~~ ~~'?ty (lf tr~ff;P. movPmP.nt; (b) safeguardin~ and 
enhancing land, water, air, and biotic resources; (c) contributing to public and private 
objectives of urban renewal, metropolitan and regional development, industry, commerce, 
residence, recreation, public health, conservation, and beautification; and (d) generating 
new productive land uses and sustaining or enhancing existing land uses. 

Such criteria include the orthodoxy of route selection but place them in a larger con
text of social responsibility. The highway is no longer considered only in terms of 
automotive movement within its right-of-way, but in context of all physical, biological, 
and social processes within its area of influence. 

The highway is thus considered as a major public investment that will transform 
land uses and values and that will affect the economy, the way of life, health, and visual 
experience of the entire population within its sphere of influence. It should be located 
and designed in relation to this expanded role. 

Positively, the highway can 

•Facilitate safe, convenient traffic movement; 
•Provide key investment for urban renewal, metropolitan and regional development; 
•Maximize the visual quality of movement; 
•Locate new, productive land uses; 
•Reveal the physical and cultural identity of the region it transects; 



•Provide access to existing inaccessible resources; 
•Link scenic and recreational resources. 

Negatively, the highway can 
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•Constitute a health hazard due to stress, anxiety, lead, hydrocarbons, ozone, carcin
ogens, positive atmospheric ionization; 

•Constitute a nuisance due to noise, glare, fumes, dust, danger, ugliness; 
•Destroy existing resources-scenic, historic, ground and surface water, forests, 

farmland, marshes, wildlife habitats, areas of recreational value, and areas of natural 
beauty; 

•Reduce property values by any of the above, plus division of property, creation of 
barriers, and loss of access; 

•Destroy existing communities and their hinterlands by transecting them, denying 
access, inconsiderate alignment, and dissonant scale, in addition to the preceding dele
terious effects. 

It is clear that the highway route should be considered a multipurpose rather than a 
single-purpose facility. It is also clear that when a highway route is so considered, 
there may be conflicting objectives. As in other multipurpose planning, the objective 
should be to maximize all potential complementary social benefits and reduce social 
costs. 

This means that the shortest distance between two points meeting predetermined 
geometric standards is not the best route. Nor is the shortest distance over the cheapest 
land. The best route is that which provides the maximum social benefit at the least 
social cost. 

The present method of cost-benefit analysis as employed for route selection has two 
major components: the savings in time, operating costs, and safety provided by the 
proposed facility; and the sum of engineering, land and building purchase, financing, 
administrative, construction, operation, and maintenance costs. 

On the credit side it seems reasonable to. allocate all economic benefits derived from 
the highway. These benefits accrue from the upgrading of land use, frequently from 
agricultural to industrial, commercial, or residential uses. On the debit side, highways 
can and do reduce economic values; they do constitute a health hazard, a nuisance, and 
danger; they can destroy community integrity, institutions, residential quality, scenic, 
historic, and recreational values. 

This being the case, it appears necessary to represent the sum of effects attributable 
to a proposed highway alignment and distinguish these as benefits-savings and costs. 
In certain cases these can be priced and can be designated price benefits, price savings, 
or price costs. In other cases, where valuation is difficult, certain factors can be iden
tified as nonprice benefits, savings, or costs. 

A balance sheet in which most of the components of benefit and cost are shown should 
reveal alignments having the maximum social benefit at the least social cost (Tables 1 
and 2). 

Considerations of traffic benefits as computed by the Bureau of Public Roads can be 
computed for alternative alignments. The cost of alternative routes can be calculated. 
Areas where increased land and building values may result can be located, if only ten
tatively, in relation to the highway and prospective intersections. Prospective deprecia
tion of land and building value can also be approximately located. Increased convenience, 
safety, and pleasure will presumably be provided within the highway right-of-way; in
convenience, danger, and displeasure will parallel its path on both sides. The degree 
to which the highway sustains certain community values can be described, as well as 
the offense to health, community, scenery, and other important resources. 

APPLICATION OF THE COMPREHENSIVE METHOD TO I-95 BETWEEN THE 
DELAWARE AND RARITAN RIVERS 

This area under consideration is defined by a discontinuous ridge composed of Bald
pate, Pennington, and Sourland Mountains to the northwest, and the Delaware-Raritan 
Canal to the southeast; the Delaware and Raritan Rivers form the remaining southwest 
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TABLE 1 

COMPONENTS OF BENEFITS AND COSTS ATTRIBUTABLE TO A 
PROPOSED HIGHWAY ALIGNMENT 

Price Benefits 

Operating Economies 
Function of distance x volume x constant for 
operating economies and safety. 

Economic Values Created 
Increment of increased land and building 
values attributable to the highway within its 
sphere of influence . 

Nonprice Benefits 

Values Added 
Increased convenience, safety, and plea
sure provided to drivers on the facility. 

Price Savings 

Construction Economies 
Propitious conditions of topography, geol
ogy, drainage foundations, and minimum 
structures. 

Nonprice Savings 

Social Values Saved 
Community 
Institutional 
Residential 
Scenic 
Historic 
Surface water 
Ground water 
Forest water 
Wildlife 

Price Costs 

Costs 
Function of distance x engineering, land 
and building acquisition, construction, 
financing administration, operation, and 
maintenance. 

Economic Values Lost 
Increment of reduced land and building 
values due to the same cause . 

Nonprice Costs 

Values Lost 
Decreased convenience, safety, and plea
sure to populations and institutions within 
the sphere of influence; health hazard, 
nuisance, and danger. 

Price Costs 

Construction Costs 
Inordinate costs in excess of 1 due to dif
ficult topography, geology, drainage, foun
dations, and the necessity for many and/or 
expensive structures. 

Nonprice Costs 

Social Costs 
Community values lost 
Institutional values lost 
Residential values lost (other than 2) 
Scenic values lost (other than 2) 
Historic values lost (other than 2) 
Surface water resources impaired 
Ground water resources impaired 
Forest water resources impaired 
Wildlife water resources impaired 

and northeast boundaries. Urbanization is concentrated in and around Trenton to the 
southwest, New Brunswick-Bound Brook-Manville-Somerville to the northeast, with the 
intervening area substantially rural piedmont landscape with localized settlement in the 
town of Princeton and the villages of Pennington, Hopewell, and Griggstown. The ma
jority of the area falls within the Stonybrook-Millstone watershed. 

The entire area constitutes a segment of the Philadelphia-Trenton-New York cor
ridor running southwest-northeast m the piedmont, paraileiing the fall iine ciividing 
piedmont from coastal plain. 

This is an attractive landscape defined by wooded hills, drained by pleasant streams, and 
graced by decent farms. Princeton is its spiritual capital, and the quality of this institution 
and its surrounding landscape constitutes a prime locational value for the area. While ter
minated by industrial locations in Trenton and New Brunswick-Bound Brook and Somerville, 
the intervening valley is predominantly a rural-residential area. In such an area certain 
social values can be described, if only in normative terms-scenic beauty, residential 
quality, the integrity of institutions, towns, and villages. The diminution or impairment 
of these values can be described, again only in normative terms, as social costs. 

Towards this end a number of maps have been prepared. They share the description 
of approximations as follows : 

1. Sequence related to construction savings and costs 

a. Topography 
b. Land values 

2. Sequence related to social values 

c. Urbanization 



TABLE 2 

SUGGESTED CRITERIA FOR INTERSTATE HIGHWAY ROUTE SELECTION 

Benefits ancf Savings 

Price Benefits 

Reduced time distance 
Reduced gasoline costs 
Reduced oil costs 
Reduced tire costs 
Reduced vehicle depreciation 
Increased traffic volume 

Increase in value (land and buildings) 
Industrial values 
Commercial values 
Residential values 
Recreational values 
Institutional values 
Agricultural land values 

Nonprlce Benefits 

Increased convenience 
Increased safety 
Increased pleasure 

Price Savings 

Nonlimiting topograi'lhy 
Adequate foundation conditions present 
Adequate drainage conditions present 
Available sands, gravels, etc. 
Minimum bridge crossings, culverts, and other 

structures required 

Nonprlce Savings 

Community values maintained 
Institutional values maintained 
Residential quality maintained 
Scenic quality maintained 
Historic values maintained 
Recreational values maintained 
Surface water systems unimpaired 
Ground water resources unimpaired 
Forest resources maintained 
Wildlife resources maintained 

d. Residential quality 
e. Historic value 
f. Agricultural value 
g. Recreational values 
h. Wildlife value 
i. Water values 
j. Susceptibility to erosion 

3. Scenic value 

4. Physiographic obstructions 

Price Costs 

Survey 
Engineering 

Costs 

Land and building acquisition 
Construction costs 
Financing costs 
Administrative costs 
Operating and maintenance costs 

Reduction in value (land and buildings) 
Industrial yalues 
Commercial values 
Residential values 
Recreational values 
Institutional values 
Agricultural land values 

Nonprice Costs 

Reduced convenience to adjacent properties 
Reduced safety to adjacent populations 
Reduced pleasure to adjacent populations 
Health hazard and nuisance from toxic fumes, 

noise, glare, and dust 

Price Costs 

Dif!icult topography 
Poor foundations 
Poor drainage 
Absence of construction materials 
Abundant structures required 

Nonprice Costs 

Community values lost 
Institutional values lost 
Residential values lost 
Scenic values lost 
Historic values lost 
Recreational values lost 
Surface water resources impaired 
Ground water resources impaired 
Forest resources impaired 
Wildlife resources impaired 
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In every case three values are allocated to each parameter. The presumption is that 
the corridor of maximum social utility will transect the zones of lowest social value and 
provide the major social benefit. 

The method employed uses transparent overlays for each parameter. Each of these 
has three values, the highest representing the greatest physical and engineeringobstruc
tion to highway location. The highest value of obstruction is represented by a dark tone, 
the intermediate value by a light tone, while the lowest category is the residue and is 
fully transparent. When all of the parameters are overlaid on the base map, it is pre
sumed that the maximum darkness represents the greatest aggregate physiographic and 
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social value obstruction. In contrast, light areas, representing the least physiographic 
obstruction and the least social value, offer prospective corridors for consideration. 

It is immediately conceded that all of the parameters are not coequal. Existing ur
banization and residential quality are more important than scenic value or wildlife. Yet 
it is reasonable to presume that where there is /an overwhelming concentration of phys
iographic obstruction and social value that such areas should be excluded from consid
eration; where these factors are absent, there is a presumption that such areas justify 
consideration. 

This is not yet a precise method for highway route selection, yet it has the merit of 
incorporating all existing parameters, adding new and important social considerations, 
revealing their locational characteristics, permitting comparison, and revealing aggre
gates of social values and costs. Whatever limitations of imprecision it may have, it 
does enlarge and improve existing method. 

The preceding discussion has emphasized the identification of physiographic cor
ridors containing the lowest social values as the preferred route for highways. In dis
cussion of cost-benefit analysis, reference has been made to the role of the proposed 
highway in creating new values. This view deserves a greater emphasis. Within limits 
set by the points of origin and destination, and responsive to physiographic obstructions 
and the pressure of social values, the highway can be used as conscious public policy 
to create new and productive land uses at appropriate locations. In any such analysis, 
cost-benefit calculations would require that any depreciation of values would be dis
counted from value added. In addition, scenic value should be considered as possible 
added value. It is, of course, possible that a route could be physiographically satis
factory and could avoid social costs, create new economic values at appropriate loca
tions, and also provide a satisfactory scenic experience. 

The highway is likely to create new values whether or not this is an act of conscious 
policy. Without planning, new values may displace existing ones, but even if a net gain 
results there may well be considerable losses. An example would be a highway tran
secting a good residential area that then became used for industrial purposes. The in
crease in land and building values might well be ~estroyed. The same effect, adjacent 
to industrial zones in existing urban centers, would accomplish the same benefits with
out comparable social and economic costs. · 

.) 
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Figure 1. Topography. 
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' Figure 2. Land values. 

Parameter Analysis 

1, Topography-The area Wlder consideration is a broad valley extending from the 
Delaware to the Raritan, limited by the Baldpate, Pennington, and Sourland MoWltains 
and divided by Rocky Hill. It contains two major drainage systems-the Stonybrook, 
draining the area to the west of Rocky Hill, and the Millstone, draining the area to the 
east (Fig. 1). As a result of this iphysiography, fans of tributaries rWl tangentially 
across any direct line between West Trenton and the northeast. Rocky Hill represents 
a major topographic obstruction. 

The two obvious topographic corridors are to the north -and south of Rocky Hill. The 
northern corridor follows Jacobs Creek, may proceed either north or south of Pennington 
MoWltain, and then follows the base of Sourland MoWltain and widens into a broad swath 
towards Somerville and New Brunswick. 

The southern corridor is less defined but falls south of Rocky Hill and parallels US 1 
and the Pennsylvania railroad 

2. Land Values-Land values reflect urbanization and residential quality in nonur
banized areas. Land values are highest in a swath of land including Trenton along US 1 
to New BrWlswick, with an intrusion of high values in and aroWld Princeton (Fig. 2). 
Values tend to decrease generally from this base line to a band on the summit of Sour
land MoWltain and rise northward Lowest land values occur in the northern corridor; 
highest in the southern corridor, influenced by Route 1. 

3. Urbanization-Trenton, Princeton, New BrW1Swick, BoWld Brook, Manville, Somer
ville, and Raritan constitute the major areas of urbanizationl(Fig. 3). The villages of 
Hopewell, Pennington, Lawrenceville, etc., constitute the remainder. Thus urbanization 
is concentrated at the termini of the area Wlder consideration-in Trenton at one end 
and the broad band of communities united by the Raritan River at the other. Princeton 
and the remaining villages are islands between these .urban extremes. Southern align
ments will affect Lawrenceville, Princeton, Rocky Hill, and recent subdivisions on Dead 
Tree Run Road, Willow Road, and Township Line Road; a northern alignment will affect 
the village of Hopewell. 

4. Residential Quality-Princeton and its environs constitute the major concentration 
of residential quality as measured by value (Fig. 4). \Land and building values of $120,000 
per acre exist in Princeton alone. An acre to the east contains average values in excess 
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Figure 3. Urbanization. 

of $60,000. Values fall fairly regularly from the Princeton centroid Destruction of 
residential quality will rise as Princeton and its environs are transected and will diminish 
as distance from Princeton increases. The northern corridor transects areas of lesser 
residential quality as reflected by value. 

5. Historic Value-Only one value has been shown reflecting historic importance. 
Three areas are discerned: the first, Washington's Crossing, Delaware-Trenton; the 
second, Princeton and environs; and the third, the Millstone River corridor {Fig. 5 ), 

Figure 4. Residential quality. 
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Figure 5. Historical value. 

Northern and southern routes avoid conflict with historic values. A central route does 
profoundly affect the historic values adjacent to the Millstone River. 

6. Agricultural Value-The value of agricultural land is twofold: as a source of food 
and (even more so, in this area) as a land use that sustains an attractive landscape and 
maintains it. There is no prime agricultural land in the area, and intrinsic value is 
quite low, with the single important exception of the visual landscape quality provided 
by farming. Second-class agricultural land is limited to a triangle of Trenton-Prince
ton-Pennington (Fig. 6 ). This is more accurately identified as scenic quality. 

Figure 6. Agrlcultural value. 
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Figure 7. Recreational values. 

7. Recreational Value - Existing open space is a major constituent of recreational 
value. This is concentrated in the stonybrook-Rocky Hill-Millstone-Six Mile Run Im
poundment areas (Fig. 7). These unite a crescent of land bordering Rocky Hill and the 
Millstone River. Within this area fall the major open spaces (public and private), the 
major rivers and streams, and the majority of the recreational potential, with the ex
ception of the mountain ridge. These represent a major social value. Avoidance of 
these resources would divert the highway corridor to either the north or south of Rocky 
Hill and outside of the mountain ridge. 

Figure 8. Wildlife values. 

... • 
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Figure 9. Water values. 

8. Wildlife Value-These values are concentrated on the forested uplands-Baldpate, 
Pennington, Sourland Mountain, and Rocky Hill; and the forests and large woodlands, the 
major rivers, and marshes (Fig. 8). There are thus two major divisions of habitat, the 
forested hills and the water-related system of marshes, streams, and rivers, and their 
containing valleys. Highways constitute a major hazard to terrestrial wildlife; filling 
of marshes is a threat to fish-spawning and wildfowl. The forested uplands are con
centrated in the defining mountain ridge and Rocky Hill. Both northern and southern 
corridors can avoid conflict with wildlife resources. The fissures of rivers and streams 
run tangentially across the major a.xis of the valley, and any central corridor will ad
versely affect these resources. 

9. Water Values-Water resources fall into two categories: surface and ground 
water. As has been observed, the Millstone River is the major drainage, with the Stony
brook as secondary (Fig. 9 ). Toward these run a number of tributaries, generally tan
gential to the long a.xis. A highway that follows the central axis of the valley will interfere 
with surface runoff and affect the behavior of existing streams. This will be ex
acerbated when the highway is either in cut or fill. It will have the effect of a trench 
interceptor drain in cut or of a dam in fill. This can be obviated in two ways. The 
first is by following ridge lines throughout its length, a proposal barely feasible. The 
second is to locate the highway near the source of the watershed where the effect is 
minimized. A northern alignment would accomplish this objective. 

The inadvertent function of a highway in behaving like a trench drain or dam has an 
effect on ground water resources. It can be utilized as a conscious device for manage
ment of ground water. In the negative sense, the highway will cause least offense by 
passing over the least valuable aquifer-that of Brunswick shale. It will commitaminor 
offense by passing over the intermediate aquifer of Stockton sandstone. It will create 
the greatest offense by paving the major aquifer recharge areas. 

Positively, the highway, in fill, acting as a dam, can be used to recharge the aquifer 
and as such would perform a supplementary service. A route south of, and parallel to, 
the aquifer recharge area at the foot of Sourland Mountain and north of Pennington Moun
tain would avoid a destructive role on the water regimen and perform a function in ground 
water management. 

10. Susceptibility to Erosion-Highway construction is a process which exacerbates 
erosion and sedimentation. Excavation and grading combined with hundreds of acres 
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Figure 10. Susceptibility to erosion. 

of bare soil guarantee that surface water channels will be surfeited with sediment. This 
increases the turbidity of streams, and reduces photosynthesis and thus the biotic pop
ulation. It is often unsightly. It raises flood plains and deposits alluvial silts. 

The Stockton sandstone is least susceptible to erosion; Brunswick shale is inter
mediate; Argillite and Diabase are most susceptible (Fig. 10 ). A southern route crosses 
mainly Stockton sandstone and Brunswick shale. A central route crosses bands of 
Lockatong Argillite, Brunswick shale, and Diabase. A northern corridor can follow 

Figure 11. Composite of all values in the area . 
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either Brunswick shale or Stockton sandstone. A central corridor appears to produce 
the maximum erosion and sedimentation. 

INTERPRETATION OF SUPERTh'1POSED MAPS 

Ten maps were prepared, representing a range in values for the selected parameters. 
Each of these has been analyzed independently. The method, however, suggests that (a) 
the conjunctions of social values represent an obstruction to a highway alignment, (b) 
the conjunction of physiographic difficulties represents an obstruction to a prospective 
highway, and (c) the aggregate of these obstructions, social and physiographic, repre
sents the sum of obstructions to a highway corridor. 

In contrast, the lightest area, representing the lowest social values and the least 
physiographic obstruction, indicates the highway alignment of least social cost and least 
physiographic difficulty. 

When maps of social values and physiographic obstructions are superimposed, it is 
immediately apparent that the concurrence of obstruction occupies a broad belt between 
the Delaware and Raritan Rivers, Trenton, and New Brunswick (Fig. 11). This aggre
gate obstruction diminishes to the south, but the continuous area containing the least 
obstruction occurs as a trumpet with its northern limit at the base of Pennington and 
Sourland Mountains, narrowest at Hopewell, and widening eastward between Sourland 
Mountain and the Millstone River. 

If social values are accepted as criteria for route selection, in addition to normal 
factors of topography, it is clear that the route of least social cost proceeds parallel to 
and west of Jacobs Creek, either north or south of Pennington Mountain, and thence along 
the base of Sourland Mountain. At the tail of this mountain the corridor widens, per
mitting a route to proceed either to I-187 near Pluckemin or to South Bound Brook (Fig. 
12). 

In addition to providing an alignment of minimum social cost, this route, if located 
south of the major aquifer recharge, permits the highway to enhance the water regimen 
by permitting managed aquifer recharge. 

Tests of the Area of Lowest Social Value Against Physiographic Restraints 

A map was prepared which showed three levels of physiographic obstruction: 

Figure 12. Least social cost alignment corridor. 
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Zone 1-Areas having slopes in excess of 10 percent. Areas requiring major rivers, 
highway, and railroad crossings. 

Zone 2-Areas having slopes in excess of 5 percent but less than 10 percent. Areas 
requiring minor river and highway crossings. 

Zone 3-Areas having slopes of less than 5 percent. Areas without consequential 
bridge crossings. 

When the corridor of least social cost was tested against this finer-grain analysis, 
it was seen to follow a route of least physiographic obstruction. 

Test of the Area of Least Social Cost and Least Physiographic Obstruction 
Against Scenic Value 

In order to measure the highway corridor against the scenic experience it could pro
vide, a map of scenic value was prepared. Three values were determined as follows: 

Zone 1-A broad band embracing the Delaware River, Washington's Crossing, Pen
nington Mountain, Rocky Hill, the stonybrook watershed, and narrowing to include the 
Millstone Creek and the Duke Estate. 

Zone 2-In general, this zone includes the Sourland and the area of farmlandoneither 
side of the Millstone River. 

Zone 3-Remainder of area. 

The valley of Jacobs Creek, Baldpate Mountain, the valley of Stonybrook and the Pen
nington Mountain, Rocky Hill, the Millstone River valley, Beden Brook, and Sour land 
Mountain constitute the major elements of scenic value in the area. They fall into two 
major elements: the northern ridge as one, and the heartland, composed of Stonybrook, 
Rocky Hill, Millstone River, and Beden Brook as the second. 

Scenic value can be considered in two opposing ways: as a value that the highway 
should avoid, or as a resource the highway should exploit. H avoidance is the objective, 
then the corridor should fall south of the Stonybrook and Millstone. It should positively 
avoid transecting the heartland or paralleling the Millstone River. H exploitation is the 
criterion, then two possibilities are apparent. The first would select the Rocky Hill 
Ridge and the Millstone River corridor. The other alternative is the northern corridor 
at the base of the Baldpate, Pennington, and Sourland Mountains. 

The Rocky Hill-Millstone River corridor, while undoubtedly scenic, transects the 
area of highest social values and high physiographic obstructions. It does not corre
spond to a reasonable direction for the highway. The alignment on Jacobs Creek, skirt
ing the base of Pennington and Sourland Mountains, equally offers an excellent scenic 
experience, but avoids areas of high social value and areas of physiographic difficulty
and it corresponds with the general direction of the prospective route. 

The proposed corridor skirting the base of the mountain ridge not only satisfies the 
criteria of low social value and low physiographic difficulty, but offers an excellent 
scenic experience. 

The Highway as a Conscious Device To Locate New and Productive Land Uses 

Hone assumes that not only can the highway avoid unnecessary social costs but also 
create new productive land uses, then it becomes important to decide where these might 
best be located. 

In the area under consideration, industrial and commercial land uses exist in Trenton 
and in the band of communities bordering the Raritan River. In the intervening area 
industry is sparse. The ethos of the heartland, Princeton-dominated, is residential 
and institutional. The creation of new industrial land uses would be unwelcome in the 
heartland but welcome at either end, in Trenton, New Brunswick, Bound Brook, Man
ville, Somerville. This being so, the highway corridor should be selected to locate new 
productive land uses at the extremities but avoid the creation of conflicting land uses in 
the central valley. In addition, any direct central route would inflict not only dissonant 
land uses but also a corridor of noise, glare, dust, health hazard, nuisance, and danger 
on the rural-residential -institutional land uses of the heartland. 
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If this analysis can be substantiated, the optimum highway corridor would follow an 
alignment and locate such intersections as to benefit both the Delaware River and Rar
itan River termini with new productive land uses and would avoid such conflicts in the 
intervening area. A northern route could induce new land uses adjacent to West Trenton 
and the Raritan River communities, where new industrial and commercial land uses 
would be both consonant and welcome. 

Note : An appendix documenting the sources for the social and physiographic parameters was included 
in the original paper and is not presented here. It is available at cost from the Highway Research 
Board. When ordering, refer to XS-19, Highway Research Record 246. 




